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PENGARUH PELAYANAN DAN FASILITAS TERHADAP KEPUASAN PELANGGAN PADA PT. POS INDONESIA (PERSERO) KP V KUDUS
(The Influence of Service and Facility to Customers Satisfaction at PT Pos Indonesia “Persero” KP V Kudus)

Panca Winahyuningsih *)

ABSTRACT

Every company which is oriented on customer needs to give the chance as broad as possible for its customers to deliver their advice, opinions and complaints. Media that can be used includes advice’s boxes which are placed in strategic places that are reached easily or passed by the customers. However, this method seems passively so it’s difficult to get complete description about customers satisfaction or dissatisfaction. Not all customers who are not satisfied will deliver their complaints. It could be they change to another producer and not more buy company’s service, in this case Post Office (Persero) KP V Kudus can’t pay on time, it’s likely late.

The result of this research, there is the influence and correlation between the service of goods delivery and regression coefficient amount to 0.550. It means that the influence of goods delivery service and positive correlation or has equal correlation. Based on this analysis, it can be said that the better goods delivery service at PT Indonesia Post (persero) KP V Kudus, the higher customers satisfaction because of correlation coefficient value amounts to 0.732. On the other hand the lower or the worse the service, the customers satisfaction will decrease obviously.

There is the influence and correlation between the facility of goods delivery to customers satisfaction and regression coefficient amounts to 1.143. It means that the facility of goods delivery gives the positive influence.

Based on this analysis shows that the higher or the better the facility which is given to the customers, the higher the customers satisfaction because the regression coefficient has positive value ( + ), and has the correlation amounts to 0.779. On the other hand the lower or the worse the facility of goods delivery, the lower the customers satisfaction.

There is the influence between the service and the facility of goods delivery to the customers satisfaction at PT Indonesia Post (Persero) KP V Kudus, according to Adjusted R square value amounts to 0.638 and has calculating F value amounts to 44.197 that is higher than F table amounts to 3.20. So it can be concluded that the facility of goods delivery has more influence than goods delivery service to the customers satisfaction.
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